Annual Report 2020

Our motto
Excel with honour

Our creed
Hollywood is our school;
Let us work together to help each other
with friendship and cooperation.
We believe in the importance
of manners and good sportsmanship.
Make our achievements the best we can do
to ensure a good reputation for Hollywood.
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Principal's Message
It has been a year of practising gratitude for not only our health and prosperity in
Western Australia, but our ability to carry on with real world and hands on
learning opportunities with limited interruptions to schooling compared to many
of our neighbouring states and countries. Some of our students have documented
the highs (and lows!) of online learning at home, something we are certain they
will be able to tell their own grandchildren about one day. Many of our Hollywood
families work in the health industry and we have seen first-hand the long hours,
stress and impact the COVID crisis has had on our healthcare workers. We hope
that not just in 2020 but beyond, our front line workers will continue to be hailed
as the heroes they are. We hope many of our Hollywood students will be inspired
by the important work of these professionals and I am sure it will inspire them to
take up a health care role themselves one day. We are so grateful for the amazing
care and support we receive from these essential services and our front line
workers.
Term 1 saw the commencement of many students being home schooled by their amazing parents who became their child’s teachers
for a period of time. At the start of Term 2 students began to return back to school with our parents collecting children at the gates –
it was unusual to have our students arriving at school without the happy chatter of parents on the verandahs before and after
school. P&C meetings and assemblies were held via the Zoom platform allowing our families to connect from far and wide, and Miss
Brockman led the entire school (from on-site or at home) in a community song which connected us in spirit from wherever we were.
We are grateful to our teachers who have continued to take the time out of their busy schedules this year to offer before and after
school clubs which set Hollywood apart – Extension, Coding, Visual Art, Basketball, Netball, Cricket and AFL Clubs. These extra
curricula activities have ensured students have opportunities to experience a variety of pursuits outside the realm of the classroom.
Mrs Beveridge was ever-dedicated in instigating, coaching and umpiring the very first Faction Netball tournament and a shield was
kindly donated by the Andrews family, marking a tradition which can be enjoyed by our girls and boys each winter in future years at
Hollywood Primary School.

"2020 has been a year like no other."
Students were fortunate to recommence excursions and some on-site open mornings and events in Term 3. A huge hum of
excitement was felt when the whole community was finally able to gather again at our Hollywood Arts Showcase, a stunning evening
under the stars celebrating the musical, sculptural and visual arts talents of many of our students across the school. Congratulations
to Miss Giddy, Mr Shaw and Miss Brockman for working with Elaine and the P&C Events Team to pull together such a momentous
occasion. An extravaganza of an evening showcasing the amazing talents of the Hollywood students.
We continue to strive for excellence across all academic domains at Hollywood. Despite NAPLAN testing being cancelled in 2020, staff
have worked relentlessly to ensure that data is rigorously analysed for student improvement, with the priority being to ensure all
children make progress and achievement in all learning areas. Formal reporting each semester demonstrates the extent to which our
educators know each and every one of their learners and a comprehensive handover process between teachers at the end of the
year have ensured that our students got off to a flying start in their new classes in 2021.
The support Hollywood School receives from our community is what makes our school amazing. Parents and community members
are always available to help, and throughout this difficult year they have worked as strong partners to support their child’s learning
and education. We greatly appreciate your feedback in the school community survey and we have already actioned some of the
suggestions for continuous improvement that parents made through the National School Opinion Survey. We look forward to
working with our School Board to ensure that parent voice is heard and suggested improvements are actioned as we develop our
next Business Plan.
It has been great to work with such a positive P&C which has raised money to help provide resources and the many outstanding
facilities that Hollywood has acquired over the years. We also thank our parent and community representatives on the School Board,
who have provided strategic direction and added to the accountability process of the school, particularly in this exciting phase as we
develop our 2021-2024 Business Plan.
We look forward to 2021 as the school community, staff, parents and students continue to work together to create a positive,
engaging learning environment for our students to flourish and grow.

Janine Bersan
Principal
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From the School Board
2020 has been a momentous year, where the whole Hollywood Primary School community has shown an astounding level of
compassion, resilience and understanding.
We welcomed Janine Bersan as our new school principal after saying farewell to Fiona McBeath who led the school over the
last 2 years, and deputy principal prior to that. Janine has an immense body of knowledge and experience, and has already
shown her passion to continue our school's growth and development. I would like to extend my appreciation to Kelly
McLagan and Jeff Peter for maintaining strong leadership of our school during the transition period - it is always reassuring to
know Hollywood is in such good hands!
The board plays an important role in ensuring the school's integrity, by being involved in the establishment, review,
implementation and evaluation of the school's objectives, priorities and policies. The board also approves many of the costs
and charges associated with meeting those objectives, priorities and policies, including the school's budget, booklists, and
student contributions.
Despite the challenges, 2020 has been an outstanding year of continued improvement and change at Hollywood School,
where our leaders and staff have continued to proactively implement, monitor and assess key educational initiatives to
achieve the school's current business plan targets. This year the school began planning and developing the next 2021-2024
Business Plan, incorporating student, parent and staff survey feedback to help identify targets that align with the National
Quality Standards. The new business plan will build on Hollywood's achievements so far, including areas such as educational
program and practice; physical environments; relationships with children; and collaborative partnerships with families and
communities.
The Board continues to work with the school and external partners to improve the school's external environment. The
Building and Grounds committee has worked hard over the past year, evident in the upgrades to the netball court and
installing AFL goals, the replacement of blackboards in all classrooms, and improvement of our nature-based play
environments and other play equipment in the very near future. The school continues to work closely with the City of
Nedlands, reviewing the use of High View Park and further improving safety at road crossings around the school. The school
is aware of the impending increased density resulting from the adoption of the Local Planning Scheme 3, and is developing
strategic long-term plans for potential increases in student numbers and the associated need for additional resources.
It has been a great pleasure and honour to have been Chair of the Hollywood Primary School Board, and I would like to
sincerely thank my fellow Board members - Trish Collins, Alex Leyland, Michael Zampogna, Robyn Geldenhuys, Kelly McLagan
and Jeff Peter - whose talent and dedication have ensured the school's governance is in exceptional hands.
The School Board are looking forward to getting back to work to make 2021 an even better year for Hollywood Primary
School!

Matt Stichnoth
School Board Chair
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From the P&C
If I were to define the Hollywood Primary School P&C, and 2020 in one word it would be ‘change’.
This is my first year as P&C President and I have been accompanied by a largely refreshed P&C Committee. I would like to
thank this P&C Committee for their significant voluntary efforts in supporting the school during the year. In particular I’d like
to thank the following individuals whose efforts have often involved hours each week and without whom Hollywood wouldn’t
have any of the following offerings: Rebecca Tan (uniform shop), Nick Agnew (canteen), Nardia Smith (pool), Elaine Husband
(social events & fundraising), Andrea Ross (school banking) and Treetops (Guy Churchill). Support by the Vice President (Sae
Chi), Treasurer (Hitesh Nan), Communications Liaison (Ekta Hasani) and Secretary (Bayode Ero-Phillips), along with individual
class representatives has been invaluable in keeping the P&C running throughout 2020. I would also like to thank the many
parents who have voluntarily committed time and effort to this wonderful school and strengthened the school community in
what has certainly been a year to remember.
COVID presented many challenges earlier in the year in relation to the ability to hold events with large gatherings of people. I
commend the Events’ team and their ability to respond given the changes that were occurring on an almost daily basis. It also
presented the P&C with the opportunity to innovate and as such we are now able to hold P&C meetings via Zoom allowing
increased accessibility of P&C meetings to the school community. We held our first online version of Hollywood Under the
Stars in the first half of the year which was a great success. Both the Lapathon and the Athletics Carnival bake sale in Term 3
set fundraising records and our inaugural Art showcase event in Term 4 was a beautiful evening and a great opportunity for
parents, children, teachers, and community members to mingle in a relaxed setting.
This year, the canteen model was improved to offer 5 day a week ordering options with the introduction of an online provider
to complement our on-site canteen support. This also allowed for the provision of more food choices and maintaining a
focus on healthy offerings. I wish to thank Nick Agnew for his significant efforts to drive and implement this outcome for the
school.
All funds raised by the P&C are a combination of the numerous fundraising events throughout the year and the annual
voluntary contributions paid by families. Voluntary contributions to the P&C in 2020 have been used in a similar manner to
previous years for on-going donations to the school to invest in sporting equipment, library resources and digital resources
for the benefit of all students. On top of these contributions, this year the P&C has committed $50,000 towards the
construction of a nature playground on school grounds which will be an ongoing staged project. This contribution is on top of
the $50,000 given to enclose the Assembly area and $16,000 for purchasing of AV equipment that were both completed and
made available for use this year. These are wonderful outcomes for the school community and a testament to the efforts of
the P&C and school community.
Once again, I wish to thank everyone for their efforts this year in contributing to our wonderful school and community.

Rob Cotterell
P&C President
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Our community
Index of Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA):
- School ICSEA Value
- Average ICSEA Value
- Data source

1165
1000
Parent information

Students
Total enrolments: 365
(Full-time equivalent enrolments: 335)
- Boys: 190

- Girls: 175

English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EALD) students: 31 (8.5%)
Indigenous students: 2 (0.5%)

Enrolments

Girls
48%

Boys
52%

Graduating students
Destination of Year 6 students who completed their primary school education in 2020 at Hollywood Primary School
As outlined in the destination data below, 31 of our 38 Year 6 students who graduated from Hollywood Primary School
remained in the public education system in 2021. The majority of students enrolled in Shenton College for their secondary
school education.
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School performance
Progress against Business Plan targets 2018-2020
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Student Achievement
PAT Mathematics

In light of NAPLAN testing being cancelled in
2020 due to COVID-19, educators at Hollywood
rigorously analysed the ACER Progressive
Achievement Test (PAT) data in Mathematics to
track student progress against previous years'
performance and the Australian mean.
Unfortunately, 'Like Schools' data is not
available on the PAT platform so this
performance indicator is unable to be used as
a measure.
Hollywood students continue to perform
consistently well above the Australian mean in
Mathematics across both Year 3 and Year 5.
Progress in Mathematics is positive across
both Year 3 and Year 5 when compared to
2019 results. In Year 3, approximately 40% of
Hollywood students scored within the top
three bands of achievement.
Year 5 progress in Mathematics has steadily
increased over the past three years. In the
2020 PAT Mathematics testing, 88% of Year 5
students were in the top three bands of
achievement.
In 2020, whole-school approaches to
Mathematics included the whole school use of
Mathletics, the use of Paul Swan's assessment
and instructional resources, particularly
around mental computation strategies and
problem-solving, integration of Mathematics
with other learning areas in line with our
STEAM focus, and the continued use of the
CPA (Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract) Method and
Singapore Bar Model.
These consistent, research-based approaches
appear to be contributing to strong outcomes
in Mathematics.
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PAT Reading

PAT (Progressive Achievement Test) in Reading
was used across 2020 to measure student
progress and achievement. This assessment
tool was used to monitor student progress as
there were no NAPLAN assessments.
Reading continues to be an area of focus for
Hollywood. Year 3 results show improvement
when compared to 2019 PAT results which is a
promising trend, however results in Year 5
have continued to decline.
The explicit teaching of reading continues to be
a priority as we develop the 2021-2024
Business Plan, with the English Committee
focused
on
streamlining
whole-school
practices in:
- Teachers will focus on High Impact Teaching
Strategies (HITS) to strengthen explicit teaching
practices.
- Decoding skills, through the implementation
of the Heggerty phonemic awareness daily
drills and Daily Reviews, will be a focus for
2021.
- Explicit instruction of reading comprehension
strategies through the use of common
language and the 12 CARS & STARS reading
comprehension strategies will be continued in
2021.
- Resourcing the school to support these
practices with the purchase of an extensive
collection of decodable readers, further
purchase of home reading books and novel
sets to support in-class guided reading.
- Intervention programs for students working
well below the expected standard in reading
continue to be offered to close the gap in
achievement. A mix of MiniLit, MultiLit and
additional Soundwaves phonics instruction is
used to support students in this area.
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On-Entry Assessment

The Median Scores table above is relevant for all schools with an ICSEA decile of 1, including Hollywood Primary School. ICSEA is the Index of
Socio-Educational Advantage and is a measure that enables comparisons to be made across Like Schools. Using the median rather than
mean helps minimise the risk of data skewed by outliers in the data spread.
The table above suggests that on entering Pre-primary, Hollywood Primary School students performed higher than Like Schools in Reading,
however are performing slightly below comparative schools in the areas of Writing and Numeracy.
Students who perform significantly below the expected standard in the On-Entry Assessment are retested in Term 4 so that Pre-primary
teachers can measure their progress prior to handing data over for Year 1. In 2020, the Term 4 retesting indicated strong progress amongst
students who were part of a Literacy Intervention Program daily across Pre-primary.

Attendance
The Department of Education has advised that 2020 attendance rates will not be available for publication as they were
adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and are not comparable to previous years.
We look forward to continuing our strong trends in student attendance in 2021. The Student Services Team consisting of the Principal,
Associate Principal, School Psychologist and Chaplain monitor student attendance regularly and request explanations for unexplained
absences.
Where a student's attendance has fallen below 85%, and this is not attributable to vacation absences, they are considered to be at academic
risk. A letter of notification will be sent home alerting parents/carers to this information, and this is considered the first stage in a more
official intervention process.
If attendance continues to be a concern, a case conference is scheduled and an action plan developed in collaboration with parents/carers.
Support from Regional Office may be accessed if poor attendance continues.
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Educational Programs
English

Mathematics

A number of changes were successfully implemented in English in
2020 to further consistent approaches to reading and writing
instruction. The whole school approach to teaching English
continued to focus on making strong links between Reading and
Writing in 2020. We trialled the use of the Brightpath program to
strengthen our ability as a staff to make consistent judgments of
student writing samples and we will continue to access further
professional learning in this area into 2021. In addition,
moderation sessions were conducted within and across year
levels and students have been encouraged to set goals for their
own improvement in writing.

Mathematics results continue to be strong across cohorts at
Hollywood and in 2020, we continued to develop and strengthen
our whole-school strategies to ensure effective teaching
continues in this area. The Mathematics Committee led staff
through the development of a scope and sequence for
consistent use of mathematics vocabulary across the year levels.
Staff also developed a common approach to a Numeracy Block
incorporating a daily review and reflection at the end of the
lesson. Paul Swan provided professional development for staff in
mental computation strategies and this will continue to be a
focus moving forward, as will problem-solving skills.

The Talk 4 Writing program has continued to provide a solid and
consistent approach to the explicit modelling of different text
types across Kindergarten to Year 6, with the Seven Steps to
Writing Success program being considered for implementation in
the upper primary years to further extend students' quality of
written work.

The CPA Model (Concrete - Pictorial - Abstract) continued to
provide a solid framework against which teachers can introduce
new concepts to students, an approach which we attribute our
high mathematics results to. In the upper years, the Singapore
Bar Method continues to provide a visual aid for students to rely
on when solving more complicated mathematical problems,
especially those with multiple steps.

All classes in Pre-primary to Year 6 began following the
Soundwaves synthetic phonics program for a consistent
approach to the instruction of spelling skills and rules, with
Kindergarten experimenting with the 'Letters & Sounds' approach
to aural environmental sound identification and manipulation
planned for 2021.
The NSW Print font continues to be rolled out across the school,
with all classes to Year 2 now using the 'ball and stick' style of
writing as a change from Victorian Modern Cursive. In 2021, this
will include Year 3. The English Committee will look to the creation
of a whole-school handwriting and book presentation policy to
develop a consistent approach to students' fine motor skills from
Kindergarten to Year 6 with a clear sequence of skills for each
year.
During Book Week, we received visits from author Mark
Greenwood and illustrator Frane Lessac who engaged students
with their hands-on workshops sharing their craft,
The STAR (Sustained Targeted Academic Results) Program
continued to offer before and during-school support for students
requiring extra consolidation of early literacy skills, with different
intervention programs running across Kindergarten to Year 3.
PAT Reading, Spelling & Grammar and Punctuation, On-Entry and
Brightpath were used to measure student achievement and
progress throughout the year and across years. They were also
used to identify areas of general and specific need.

Mathletics and Math Seeds continued to supplement the
classroom curriculum and provide opportunities for students to
extend their learning at home, This was particularly helpful with
the move to online learning during COVID, as we found our
Hollywood students were particularly competent at accessing
online resources to continue their learning uninterrupted.
Data from PAT, On-Entry and the MTS Assessment were used at
collaborative team meetings to analyse and moderate student
results. In 2020, the Westwood Basic Facts assessment was
trialled with a view to implementing this as a whole-school
assessment in 2021 as an early indicator of students' mental
computation skill development.
Students continued to access extension opportunities in the area
of Mathematics with students identified as having mathematical
aptitude in Years 1-6 invited to participate in the Brainways
Competition conducted by the University of Western Australia.
Once again, we also offered the opportunity for parents to enrol
their children in the Australian Mathematics Competition and the
University of NSW's ICAS Mathematics to measure their abilities
against students across Australia. Many of our students achieved
Distinctions and High Distinctions and were recognised for their
achievements at assemblies across the year.
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Health

Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS)

In 2020, we made many important changes to whole-school
practices and programs to support students' social-emotional
wellbeing. The introduction of a School Chaplain in Term 3
allowed for extra support to be provided to students who require
support with their emotional wellbeing, lesson engagement and
self-regulation. The Wellness Committee and Student Leaders
introduced a school values system with a focus value for students
to earn faction points for demonstrating in the classroom and
playground, with Values Awards introduced at assemblies.

The Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS) subjects develop
students' abilities to question, critically think and communicate
whilst providing them with a broad understanding of the world
around them.

Protective behaviours continued to be a focus with teachers now
having the skills to be able to deliver this area of the curriculum as
part of the in-class Health program. Hollywood gained
accreditation as an eSMART school, an initiative which is part of
the Alannah & Madeline Foundation and focuses on equipping
students with the necessary skills and strategies to stay safe
online. In line with this program, the student digital user
agreement was updated to reflect current practice and a section
of the school website was introduced to support students' safe
digital practices/
Physical Education
At Hollywood, we have a thriving sports environment comprised
of in-school Physical Education lessons and opportunities, and
out of school clubs. The student faction leaders supported Mrs
Hibbert across the year to set up for physical education lessons
and events. Ongoing sporting opportunities continued including
before-school and lunchtime clubs offering cricket, basketball,
netball, AFL and swimming. Hollywood participated in the Walk
and Ride to School Days, encouraging healthy practices.
The 2020 classroom sporting program fostered fundamental
movement skills, teamwork and sport strategy. Whole School
Sport offered an array of different and exciting sports for
students to engage in, with Sailing at Mounts Bay Sailing Club
continuing to be very popular with the upper primary students.
The school participated in the Interschool Cross Country and
Athletics, and hosted the Interschool Jumps & Throws Carnival.
Unfortunately the Interschool Swimming Carnival was cancelled
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but we were able to hold a
rescheduled Faction Swimming Carnival with the easing of
restrictions in Term 4 at HPS.
Bush School
Our Bush School program at Hollywood PS is an Australian
version of the concept of the European Forest School, where
children are taken out into the world to learn cross-curricular
activities in a natural setting. Students engage in Aboriginal
perspectives focused on the Aboriginal seasons; Bunuru, Djeran,
Makuru, Djilba, Kambarang and Birak. We have a strong and
valued community partnership with the City of Nedlands, as Vicki
Shannon, the Environmental Conservation Coordinator, attends
each Bush School lesson. Vicki describes the flora and fauna seen
during each season, discusses the impact this had on the
Aboriginal peoples' way of life and environmental issues
contextual to the Hollywood Reserve. Risk-taking through the use
of fire is embedded throughout the program. Teachers have
engaged in Fire Education professional learning, developing a
Benefit/Risk Assessment form for safe implementation and
students have learnt about the rules surrounding fire through a
whole school Fire Incursion, facilitated by Educated by Nature.

In 2020, Hollywood staff continued to engage with the Aboriginal
Cultural Standards Framework and make meaningful links
between the school and the community around us. Aboriginal
perspectives were integrated into the curriculum through Miss
Justine Foster's initiative, the Bush School Program. Bush School
has enabled valuable community partnerships to be formed
between the school and the City of Nedlands, with Ranger Vicki
attending Bush School regularly to provide students with
contextual understanding of the bush environment in relation to
changes observable in line with the changes to the Noongar Six
Seasons.
The HASS and Arts Committee initiated an Aboriginal Artist in
Residence Program which was unfortunately unable to be
continued due to the availability of the Artists, and this is a
project that we will continue to pursue in 2021 in order to have
our six seasons mural completed and installed for all to enjoy.
When the COVID-19 restrictions lifted in Term 3, many of our
classes were able to again enjoy excursions and took advantage
of HASS outings available across Perth including visits to Kings
Park, the Boola Bardip WA Museum, Art Gallery, the Nostalgia
Box and Fremantle Prison. While the ANZAC Commemorative
Ceremony was unable to go ahead in April, students participated
in important lessons around the significance of this date, and the
choir and leaders were able to represent the school at the
Remembrance Day Commemorative Event in November.
Sustainability continued to be a focus with our Sustainability
Leaders monitoring resource use around the school and
presenting the hotly contesteed Tidy Bag Award at assemblies.
The Sustainability Leaders supported Mrs Wood around the
school leading the areas of HASS and Sustainability, assisting with
Busy Bees and the development of a garden bed for each
classroom to tend. Sarah Ralston, one of our wonderful parents,
initiated a project working with classes to harvest our own
produce and prepare healthy meals in the school canteen.

Walker Learning
At Hollywood, Twenty-First Century Skills are valued and adopted
through utilising the Walker Learning approach to education.
Walker Learning personalises and engages students in active
play-based learning alongside explicit and formalised instruction,
all aspects embedded within the school's Business Plan priority
of applying the Grattan Institute's High Impact Teaching
Strategies. The early childhood staff have been conscientious in
providing an engaging and intentional learning environment that
promotes a sense of wonder, exploration, investigation and
interest within the students. Students in Kindergarten to Year 2
participate in inquiry investigations 3 - 4 times a week, engaging
in and exploring the provocations around the room that are
directly linked to concepts explicitly taught in class. This
encourages
critical
thinking,
creativity,
collaboration,
communication, risk taking, resiliency and reflectiveness, and
further supports the school's National Quality Standards Quality
Improvement Plan to develop student agency.
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Science

Music and the School Instrumental Music Program

In 2020, Mr Dunkley continued to teach Science investigation
skills across Pre-primary to Year 6 their Science classes, with Miss
Katherine Barber stepping in to take this role on in Term 3. We
focused heavily on the role of Science in everyday life and
integrating STEAM (Science, Technologies, Engineering, Art &
Mathematics) into classroom learning sequences and themes. Mr
Dunkley set up a STEAM Resource Room and he and Miss
Geldenhuys hosted teachers from other network schools to
discuss the different ways schools are implementing this crosscurricular priority.

2020 was a big year for Music at Hollywood Primary School. The
IMSS students provided a welcome addition to our fortnightly
assemblies. Furthermore, the IMSS Assembly in Term 4 was an
exciting showcase of these students' talents. We had the
pleasure of hearing the IMSS violin, cello, guitar and brass
students perform, as well as the String Ensemble.

Term 3 was exciting with the much-anticipated Science Week
Faction Tournament. Miss Barber organised an exceptional week
of activities, with the overall theme being The Deep Blue. During
lessons, students' inquiry and problem-solving skills were put to
the test, challenged with creating solutions to help protect and
clean our oceans.
Lower primary students built rubbish collectors to scoop plastic
from the ocean. Middle primary students made wind-powered
boats and upper primary students were tasked with finding
solutions to cleaning the oceans and generating new ideas for
renewable energy.
Throughout Science Week at lunch time, the factions battled it out
with different problems to solve. Acacia came out on top as the
winning faction across three days of different age-group
challenges.
To top off an exciting week, the team from Supersonic Science
visited with an incursion showcasing fireworks, liquid nitrogen,
bangs and explosions. Congratulations to Mr Dunkley and Miss
Barber for their collaborations in Science and STEAM across 2020
and engaging students in this area of the curriculum that is all
around us.

Families were welcomed to the Arts Showcase in Term 4 by
beautiful performances from our IMSS students. This inaugural
event, which we hope will become biannual, was an evening full
of art, music and community spirit. It was a delight gathering
around the new decking to hear performances by the school's
Rock Band and the Hollywood/Rosalie Primary School Band.
Another fantastic addition to the Music Program in 2020 was the
Junior Choir. Students in Years 1-3 have enjoyed filling the Music
Room with singing on Wednesday at lunchtimes, and have
delighted us performing at several assemblies. The Senior Choir
had a busy year preparing for the Massed Choir Festival, which
was able to go ahead with a modified outdoor performance in
light of COVID restrictions. It has been wonderful for the school
grounds to be filled with choral music this year, not just during
Friday morning rehearsals but at assemblies, the Welcome
Breakfast, NAIDOC Week and the Arts Night.
The whole school came alive with singing during COVID-19, for
the unique Big Sing. On 27 March, every students and staff
member gathered, socially distanced, around the veranda to
perform the uplifting song "Pass the Song Along," along with
AUSLAN sign language and an option for families to join the
singing on Zoom from home. This allowed us to build a feeling of
community in uncertain times. Congratulations to Miss Brockman
for this initiative, and all the others she has led across 2020 in the
area of Music,

Technologies
Hollywood continued its reputation for excellence in the teaching and embedding of technologies in 2020, with Miss Geldenhuys and Mr
Dunkley filmed as demonstration teachers for embedding the Scitech STEM Modules and invited to the Scitech Showcase. Extension
opportunities were offered for students with a STEAM/Technologies focus, with both teachers offering after-school Extension Clubs having
students working on solving futuristic world problems. As a school, we continued to replenish our school infrastructure with the replacement
of older Interactive Whiteboards, iPads and desktops. The Technologies Committee also worked to ensure robotics devices are up to date
with the addition of extra resources such as Bee-Bot mats and new Spheros. Towards the end of the year, the Committee worked with staff
to conduct an audit of current iPad applications used in line with the Department's new Third Party App Permissions Policy. This process has
allowed us to streamline our approach to technologies across the years in line with our year-level scope and sequence documents for the
teaching of technologies concepts.

Languages - French
In 2020, students in Years 3-6 continued to access French lessons once a week with Monsieur Dumolard. The focus continued to be on
engagement with the French language and incorporating ICT into French lessons with the use of the program Language Nut. Monsieur
Dumolard also coordinated a team of French singers who supported a French performance at the Arts Showcase Evening, making important
cultural links between Languages and Arts.
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Financial Report 2020
2020 was the year when many of our planned facility upgrades came to fruition. With the assistance of the P&C, we were able
to achieve completion of the enclosure of the undercover area. This now allows additional learning spaces for our students,
in a safe and technologically advanced, state of the art media forum. It has also provided an enclosed space for the Kids Biz
Out of School Hours Care provider to provide families with an easy-reach onsite before and after school care facility.
Installation of the decking under the fig trees was completed, providing our students a gathering place for recess and lunch
times, as well as acting as a stage for performances. The stage really came into its own on our Arts Night held in November,
when students, staff and bands entertained us throughout the evening.
We also completed the enclosure of the staff car park to provide security for our staff, students and assets; resurfaced the
upper basketball court with Versacourt; our swimming pool change rooms underwent an upgrade; a new paved path was laid
between the quadrangle and the oval; and additional handwashing stations and bubblers were installed in the Early
Childhood and Music/Science play areas.
Six classrooms underwent significant upgrades with the removal of existing blackboards and whiteboards, painting, and refit
with interactive screens and whiteboards. 100 Chromebooks and 30 additional iPads were purchased to support digital
literacy amongst our students, upgrades were made to our internet provision across the school, and obsolete teacher and
administration desktops were replaced. Sporting Schools Grants helped the school install AFL goal posts on the oval as well
as a variety of portable goals for hockey and soccer, and we installed height adjustable netball/netta goal rings to our existing
basketball posts.
In 2020 our literacy resources were boosted with the addition of around $8,000 worth of reading books for the students. Our
Mathematics resources were replenished; a focus on the integration of Aboriginal studies across curriculum areas was
supported by $4,500 of resources; and Science, Technologies and the Arts were all well-resourced. Overall, we allocated
$130,000 of our budget directly to our curriculum areas.
The families at HPS once again supported the school with an extraordinary voluntary contribution collection rate of 99% and
a P&C voluntary collection rate of 99%. Our P&C contributed $50,000 towards the enclosure of the undercover area, $11,000
towards curriculum areas, and committed a further $25,000 toward the installation of a nature playground in the Early
Childhood Centre. We are very fortunate to have such an active and energetic parent community to support the goals and
aspirations of the school, and we thank them for their contribution.
Our flexibility as an Independent Public School will allow us to carry forward a staffing surplus of $150,000. As we will be
adding an extra class in 2021, this is a well-regarded buffer to begin planning our 2021 set up. Additionally, we will carry
forward $89,000 in contingency funds to allow us to begin resourcing the school prior to the Department of Education
funding becoming available. Forward planning for 2021 has included keeping cost increases in contributions and charges to a
minimum across all years.
Hollywood Primary School has had a very successful year in funding terms, and we consider we are well placed to continue to
provide the high quality education our students deserve and appreciate.

Marion Tuck
Manager Corporate Services
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Student-Centred Funding

$0

Per student fundingAt Census

Student and School Characteristics FundingAt Census
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Initiatives and Allocations
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Financial Summary

as at 31 December 2020
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